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Abstract

Craniofacial superimposition (CFS) is a skeleton-based technique that aims to
provide identity to a skull through its superimposition with one or more pho-
tographs of candidate missing people. While traditionally performed by forensic
experts, computer-aided CFS methods can now provide substantial speedups
and are quickly progressing towards a large degree of automation. A current
major limitation concerns the position of the mandible, which is required to be
manually set by the expert beforehand in order to reproduce the facial expres-
sion of the subject in each available photograph. This is time-consuming and
prone to errors. In this work, we address this issue by extending the state-of-the-
art genetic algorithm-based method with the ability to allocate the mandible in
the right position according to an anatomical model. Based on a dataset of sim-
ulated ante-mortem images with different mandible apertures and facial poses,
we prove experimentally that the proposed method is able to effectively tackle
cases displaying a much larger range of mandible positions. In fact, thanks to
the new genetic design, it is able to outperform the original method, even when
the mandible aperture is very small.
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